THE COON DOG
AND HIS PREY
( W r i t t e n fo r Maine Woods.)

By Eva M. FUrbush.
“ Let’3 take a hike up Sour Mea
dow way after cooms tonight, Char
lie," I ventured to my eld standby on
the game trail.
“ AH right; give the dogs
their
supper, and we'll be off within an
hour."

Wie were soon in the thick of the
fight when one of the dogs found a
coon and chased him long aind hard
until we could catch up aud put the
victim out of his misery with a club.
The dogs worked well, and the niglit
was fine, and the result of our trip
was two coons.
Of course we often
come across 'a skunk on these ex
peditious and then woe to the dogs.
They get saturated with the patent
skunk odor, and possibly sick from
its nauseating effects. The hunter
who wants skunk fur bad enough to
put up with the smell is some hunt-
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W Y ia t is f o u r
e r e n c e i n a rmi h o t g u n —h a n d o p e r a te d o r a u to lo a d in g ?
If hand-operated, you know the Reming
ton- UMC Pump Gun. Everybody know* it.
If autoloading, then get your dealer to show you
tha Rsmington-UMC Autoloading Shotgun—an arm
that is performing in a way to show sportsmen that here
at last is an autoloading shotgun that worlds.
Remington-UMC Repeating and Autoloading Shotguns
are seld hy dealers everywhere. Find the one who shows
the ReJ Ball
‘Remington-UMC—the sign of Sports
men's Headquarters. H e's the man.
Te keep your gun cleaned and lubricated
use Rem
Oil, the new powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun
lubricant.
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PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

BOTEL BLANCHARD

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Section. Write foirbooklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
S T R A T T O N M A IN E .
E. H . G R O S E . P rop.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
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Mountain View House j
Mountain View, Maine
F or fu rth er p a rtic u la rs w r ite or a d d re ss

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
>

Maine.i
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E d . G r a n t ’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake apd
itream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
md Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
utd other information, write
__

E D . G R A N T

(St S O N C O . ,

P. O . A d d r e ss, G ran t s M e.

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

BALD M O U N T A IN C A M P S

MS ^ “ttti“

|

Bald-Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain
gun tic Lake. Near the best f is h in g grounds. First ci a ^ s t e a m b o a t c o n n e ctio n s-A u to
road to cam ps—T eleph one co n n e ctio n s—T w o mails d a ily -W r it e for flee circular.
AMOS ELLIS, P rop’ r..
Ba,d Mountain, Maine
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R a n g e le y L a k e s ,a n d

Harry M. Pierce, Victor C. Huart,
William Flood and E. A. Hardy
were in the Scott Ellis swamp on
Tuesday with their dog Sport and
brought home 12 rabbits to show for
their day’s hunt, says the Franklin
Journal.

RE IND E E R PRO VED T H E IR V A L U E

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy o f access
nd nearly all the cam ps are open during the H unting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small gam e are very
abundant.

Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00
W rite the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for
booklet with map.
BEAL, General M anager,

TWELVE BUNNIES
BROUGHT HOME

D e a d R iv e r

R e g io n

F. N.

er dm my opinion, but coon skins
O B ITU A R Y .
are a good marketable product and
worth' getting.
W I L L I A M T R U E , JR.
‘‘Lamson Hubbard got $20 for (has
five skinsi,’’ said my partner, "and I
Mr. True, whc.se photograph accom
hope we do asi well."
panies this article was a true fisher
“Do you like coon meat?” I asked. man as we'll as a good hunter and
"You bet,’’ came the ready an there was nothing he enjoyed more
swer, “my wife roasts St with, a cov than a trip into the woods.
ering of flour, sailt and pepper, and
He had many quite exciting ex
slices of bacon, and the meat tastes periences with bob cats in the course
like sweet boiled pork, or the dark of the years he has been caretaker
meat of turkey somewhat."
for the J. Manchester Haynes estate
‘‘A coon weighs about twenty libs., and some c f them have put up quite
doesn’t he?”
a battle.
"Thereabouts; but it’s funny a dog
Hie, camp at Dallas was near the
will refuse to touch coon meat.
I line of the Pkilliips & Rangeley rail
offered Bill, my setter, a bone from road and one year he trapped five
a roasted coon and be absolutely within 20 rods of camp, and about
refused to touch St; Ted Monroe’6 12 rods from the railroad.
hound wouldn’t eat it, he says, eith
In the year 1912-^he got several.,
er.”
the largest weighing 35 pounds.
In
“ Muist be an odor about it that 1913 he captured three and every
dogs don't like, but it is rich meat year has seen one or more brought
to camp.
all night, I think."
Deer were also very plentiful a"Coon hunting is pretty good sport
for the feller who likes a little hike round that section and Mr. True was
through the woods after dark, and always a fortunate hunter with this
it doesn’t interfere with his day’s game.
William True, Jr., was* bom
in
work at office or factory.
Farmer’s
boys can pack up quite a little mon Phillips, November 28, 1846 and died
ey from this sport if they have a at inis home in Phillips village, Feb
ruary 17, 1916.
good dog."
October 28, 1862 ihe enlisted as a
"One Sunday I was out walking
with my setter dog and suddenly he member of Co. D. 28th Maine Infan
T!he night of has sixteenth
went round and rotund a tree not far try.
off, acting as if something in the birthday found him. hedged bn Henry
line of game was inside that tree
trunk.
Well, there was, too.
A
friend who was with me went up to
the tree and began to cut a hole in
the trunk about three or four feet
from the ground; then he took a
stick and thrust Sit down into the
tree, striking something soft at the
bottom at once.
But all the push
ing with the stick did not start any
animal out for quite a few moments,
and then, as Sf just awakened, a
furry little head appeared at the
opening and looked out upon. us. The
expression on tliat coon’s face was
too comical to forget in a hurry;, the
coon face looked just exactly like
that of a child just wakened up
from a nap, eyes a-hlinking, and a
stupid, sleepy look as he gazed around for a second or two—then, get
ting +he real significance of the sit
uation, presto! the coon went up that
tree at a two-forty clip, no doubt
almost terror stricken at his narrow
escape.’’
“What was the dog doing meanwhite?”
"Teaming round like one possessed,
and at sight of the coon, he was
ready for an instant scrap of the
liveliest kind.”
Partner and I always, divide our
money for skins, .and are always
ready to "get together’’ for a hunt
with our dogs
after the elus
ive and plucky coon who will
WILLIAM
turn and fight a dog to the death
unless despatched by the hiunter with
a club.
Ward Beecher’s church on his

Phillips, Maine

The first practical test of the en
durance o f reindeer and their ability
to traverse any part of the country
under the most unfavorable circum
stances, with the
temperature at
times lower than that experienced
by many o f the Arctic expeditious,
was made in 1898.
The train, con
sisting of nine sledges and 17 head
of deef, started from Teller station
in the .dead of winter, with the ther
mometer at 45 degrees below zero.
Native trails and welllknown sections
of the country were purposely avoid
ed.
The trip of more than 2,000
miles was made in a little less than
two weeks—with a loss of hut two
deer.

way to the front.
During this term
of enlistment Mr. True wais taken
prisoner in a small engagement in
Louisiana hut wais soon back in the
Union ranks.
At the completion of
his nine months’ term of enlistment
Mr. True returned, home hut very
soon reenlisted, this time foir three
years or until the close of the war.
He was* mustered into service at Au
gusta, November 30, 1863 as, a mem
ber cf the 2nd Maine Cavalry.
He
was a Corporal in Co. F., and saw
service in the Gulf States of Louis
iana, Alabama and Florida.
With
has regiment toe was mustered out at
Barrauioas, Florida, December 6, 1865.
Returning North, 'h e was for a
while with, his father on* the home
farm, in Avon, later he worked for
several years in Massachusetts, far
the J. P. iSquiresi Co.
Scon after
the discovery of gold in the Black
Hills of Wyoming and Dakota in* 1874
Mr, True, in company with hliis friend
the late Mr. Lorenzo DDL c,f Rangeley, joined* the large number wihio
hurried to the new-found Eldorado.
So friendly -and faithful wais tine r*eLaticusIMp between, the two compan
dors that often they carried, hut cne
pocket-book between them. They re
mained in the West for nearly two
years and it iis interesting to note
that a mine they once owned has re
cently developed into a very valuable

property.
Mr. True was caretaker for the
property of the
J.
Manchester
Haynes Estate in. Da’ll,as Pit. To the
duties of this position were added, in
the summer season those of a State
Fire Warden.
.Since being in the
Dallas region Ihe lias also done not
able work as a trapper, having taken,
a large number of cats, mostly of the
bay lynx species.
The accompany
ing cut from a photograph taken only
a few days before his death, shows
Mr. True with a young cat he had
just brought out to Phil Mips.

HILL HAS PASSED
WINTER IN N. Y.
Proprietor of Belgrade House Pre
dicts a Fine Season
Charles, A. Hill, .proprietor of the
Belgrade House, B-e’grade Lakes, has
been passing the winter din New
York.
He is now down to see about
the opening of the luotel for the
spring fishing which, will begin in a
few weeks.
Mr. Hill is looking for
ward to one of the best pensions
ever enjoyed- by the popular resort.

TRUE, JR.

ENJOYS HUNTING

IN MAINE
Ohio Party Got Nice Deer and Had
a Fine Trip
FarmersviMie, Ohio, March 13, 191,6.
Tc the Editor of Maine Woods:

I notice my Maine Woods runs out
March 21, find enclosed $1 to re
new.
I rather like to hear from* Maine
as I have been there several times
hunting and really enjoy it, as it is
the only vacation I get and it is a
real treat tef me.
Last year I was, out to, Southeast
Carry on the West Branch of the
Penobscot with a nice* party and
had a fine time.
Game was real
plentiful, and cur party got some very
nice deer.
We had a nice party
and enjoyed it very much.
I would
enjoy the Maine Woods better if it
gave more news from Somerset, PisL.
cataquiisi and Aroostook counties, ais I
have been in these three counties
and aim better acquainted in them.
Last year you had a Letter from, Ox
bow once in a w.hiile and I enjoyed
it.
It wais real news, to me.
Yours truly,
L. Kurtz,

M A IN E
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CANOE TRIP UP THE
• PERIBONKA'RIVER
Former Game Warden Excellent Guide and
Canoeist— Get Some Handsome Strings
of Fish.
gest fish iai all the before men thened
(W ritte n fo r Maine Woods.)
Green,vLite, Me,, March 13.—I have region for a mounted specimen, and
been minded many times to give to to that end we scoured the city in
the readers cf the Maine Woods my search' of the proper tackle to take
After a
experience an, a canoe trip up the and land such a monster.
Peribonka river, the largest of the time we succeeded iai getting a twofour igreat rivers which form the handed rod, made of a variety of Un
Lac St. Jean and the mighty and far breakable wood and hooks and lines
famed Saguenay, which, empties into that might have done duty as anchors
Beside these he had a
the St. Lawrence at Tadousae, in the and cables.
great deal, of smaller rigging, which
Province cf Quebec, Canada.
To begin, I have for many years! he explained were to secure fish for
Then we added fly dope
guiided a gentleman from New York, |the table.
of
every
description—this
being a
Edwin W. Sanborn, by name, an of
ficer o f the Camp Fire Chub of that i part of the data be had obtained acity and an enthusiastic sportsman:
’ Sri every sense that makes for good
sportsmanship, who does not kill for
the sake of killing, and who lias visit
ed with pleasure and profit most all
/of the accessible and
Inaccessible
places in the northern part of the
State of Maine, and in Canada and
Europe.
The last word when we
parted at Quebec, homeward bound
from the Peribonka river trip, was,
that next season would find ham back
somewhere an our goad old State aFISH TAKEN NEAR CAMP AT LAC
gain.
That was in 1912, and since
T SH ITAG A MA ON THE PER
that time, while my duties have pre
IBONKA RIVER.
vented me from again taking the
trail with. Mr. Sanborn, I hear from
ham often,, and I know that he is bout tlie country into which we were
We had already provided
still in love with our woods and going.
ourselves with a shotgun, rifle and
waters.
After a grist of correspondance re revolvers, a;s it had been explained,
garding data Mr. Sanborn had picked in that country we would have to pro
up.as to the country we were about vide ourselves many thing®' in the
to invade, and when dates had been lane of eatables as well as fishabtes
arranged I started from Greenville and as a protection against possible
Thus armed and
the evening of July 31,st, taking the hostile savages.
Montreal Express to Megantie, Que., equipped, so far as possible at this
where I spent the night.
The next stage of the journey, w© spent the
a
morning at 6.40 I left for Quebec, night at the Chateau Fran tena©,
the
City, arriving there about neon where magnificent summer hotel cn
I was joined by Mr. Sanborn who C'tadel, overlooking the St. Lawrence
came by way of the Grand •Trunk and the city of Levis on the opposite
and Montreal.
After greetings he shore.
Next morning at 8 o ’clock, with
informed me that the special object
of tliis trip was to secure the big duffle all aboard, w© left the city on
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A REAL BARGAIN

|
|

A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f Maine’ s best
hunting and fishing territories is fo r sale. On a large preserve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

]

$3,000

|

_

spot cash takes it.
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a i n e W oods (outing edition.)

Name

AddressState —

the national jo y smoke

It stands to reason, doesn’t it, that if men all over the
nation, all over the world,
Watch your step!
prefer P. A. that it must
It’s easy to change the shape
have all the qualities to
and color of unsalable brands
satisfy
your fondest desires?
to imitate the Prince Albert
tidy red tin, but it is impossible
Men, get us right on Prince
to imitate the flavor of Princo
A lb ert to b a c c o ! T h e
Albert!
W e tell you this
p a ten ted p r o c e s s
tobacco will prove better
protects that!
than you can figure out,
its so chummy and fra
grant and inviting all the
time. Can’t cost you more
than 5c or IGc to get your
bearings!
B uy P rin ce A lb e r t ev eryw h ere
to b a cc o is s o ld — in top p y red
b a ss, S c ; tidy red tins, 1 0 c ;
handsom e pound and half-pound
tin humidors—e n d —in that cla ssy
cry sta l - gla ss pound humidor
with sp on g e-m oistcn er top that
k eep s th e tob a cco in such g r ea t
trim !

Copyright 1918
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co,

«1S

R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.

X O ’.V. •••:- -.n& L&s<; W W V ..

the steamier Murray Bay, an excel
lent boat, operated by the Riieh©ilieu
and Ontario Navagation
Company,
and all that day w© enjoyed a splen
did sail down the St. Lawrence. We
passed the Island of Orleans,
and
met many sailing vessels and a couple
of steamer® en route, caJlIed at sev
eral ports situated- along the north
shore to take cn and discharge pas
sengers and freight, arriving at Tadousac, at the mouth of the Saguenay,
at 7 P. M.
All along the north
shore, for the most part, a® very
| rugged, and along which a new rail
| way was in process of construction.
| After a short stop at Tadousae we
started up the Saguenay, and the
next morning, bright and early, we
were at Chicoutimi, a fairly good siz
ed city, situated at the head of navi
gation on that river.
We put up at
La Boame Menagere, a hotel kept by
J. D. Guay, who at once took Uts in
charge and informed us where to get
supplies, canoes, guides, etc. I had
brought tents, blankets end cooking
outfit but no canoe, and when they
M
A IN Eme a 14-foot birch bark, the
showed
only thing available there, I balked
right off and told them that if there
was nothing better to be l ad to nav
igate the waters in the country to
which we were bound, and for which
I was beginning to feel a good deal
of respect, that I would stay right
there until I could have a 20-foot can
vas from,' E. M. White cf Old town,
Maine.
I guess they thought I was
kind, of fussy, but they told me by
waiting two days we might get an 18foot canvas from Roberval, and we
were assured that this would' be the
latest thing fn canoe
construction.
So we waited and in the meantime
we stocked up supplies', such as we
were in the habit of taking on at
Kineo to go into the woods in Maine.

1

For further information write

•Of»p aor'NING PIPEAND '

that it just makes a man sorry he didn’t get wind of this
pipe and cigarette smoke long, long ago. He counts it lost
time, quick as the goodness of Prince Albert gets firm set
in his life! The patented process fixes that—and cuts out
bite and parch,!
Get on the right-smoke-track soon as you know how!
Understand y o u r se lf how much you’ll like

Bacon, the good old State of Maine word of English from the time we.
bacon, we could not procure, and' had left Chicoutimi until we arrived at
to be content with a substitute in the the Lac St. Jean on our way back.
shape cf slab®' of thin pork, undried,
We left St. Ambroise the next
rolled up and tied with strings.
All momiaig with the same teams and
of th© supplies, other than canned journeyed some 15 mite® to the Lae
goods, we put up in paraffine bags, Des Ille, and here we sent the teams,
brought by Mr. Sanborn for this pur back and put our canoes in the wat
pose, and after Mr. Guay had intro er.
The two native guides started
duced us to two stalwart guides, who ahead with Mr. Sanborn and myself
were supposed to be somewhat ac following, and thus was our order of
quainted with the country wie were march throughout the trip. Two mile®
about to explore, but who could not across the lake we entered the river
speak or understand one word of La Quer aaid in following up this
English, we started from Chicoutimi in Istream we made five short carries*
a motor boat, with the two canoes in crossed the Petit Lac La Ouer and
tow, and headed further up the Sag j camped at the head of the Gros Lae
uenay for seven miles to a place call >La Ouer.
While making camp Mr.
ed Terre au Pue, meaniaig “ a little i Sanborn caught 24 square tails, on &
land,” although the Lord knows there fiy, for supper, just % dozen each* to
was land enough- such as it was, which we did ample justice, for what
looked as though' it wouldn’t grow i with the five carries and my efforts
sage bush..
I guess they meant to keep in sight of the guides acrossthere was ‘‘a little land’’ between the ! the lakes, I was indeed all jn.
rocks, but you couldn’t see it unless
The next morning we made a twoycu looked very carefully.
mile carry into a little lake at the
Well, from there we l ad two bag
(Continued on page th re e ) .
gage teams and a top buggy to trans
port u® some 1° mites to Shi-p-SOiaw
where we had dinner and 12 miles
further to St. Ambroise where we
spent the night.
At Ambroise we
took on a ca,se of eggs and a bushel
of very small potatoes, as this was
the last place where jt was possible
to get any supplies. Mr. M. D. Van
dal, who keeps the hotel, store and
postoffice entertained us at the latter
named place.
There wasn’t
very
much room but we were given the
very best accommodations the place
afforded, and I want to say here that
in every place where we stopped, on
the trip, the natives "were very kind
and accommodating in every way and
Your Family deserves
did not weary us with conversation,
the Best
for with the exception of Mir. San
born and myself, w© never beard a

A R E Y O U GOING T O B O S T O N ?
Young
wom w
g o in g
%•
B oston to w o r k o r otwAy,
a n y la d y g o in g to B o s to n fo r
p le a s u re o r on a oh op p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m o lo o o co rt vWH
find th o

Franklin Square
House

a d o llg h tfu l p la c e to sto p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In th o h e a r t o f
B oaton e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en.
630 room s, o a fs , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
tic u la r s and p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

THE YOUTH’S
COMPANION
will bring it to them

C O R a /e Issues a Y ear —all o f the
very best—and the most also.
Twice as much reading as any
monthly magazine gives.

9

Great Serials in 1916, and
also 2 5 0 Short Stories ...

Rare Articles by Specialists, E di
torial Page, Fam ily Page, Boys’
Page, G irls’ Page, Children’ s Page,
D octor’ s Advice, and “ tons o f fu n .”
SKND T O- DA Y.
$2.00 for fifty-two
Issues for 1916, Companion Home Cal
endar for 1916 included if you send at once.
THE YOUTH’ S COMPANION, Bo.ton, Maw.
T hree C u rrent Issu es Sent Free.
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IN THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
A Tale of the Canadian Border
Written for Maine Woods, By Bruce Stewart
(Continued from last week.)

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

16, 1916.

A lively discussion an French was
the first thing to greet h©r ears the
next morning.
Evidently the three
were disagreeing violently. The dis
pute continued through breakfast,
which, wa® a hasty and rather scan
ty affair, and she was none the wis
er concerning its cause until Sandy’s
command of French proved inade
quate and lie resorted to English
with Scotch flavoring.

but wie n >v©r took any under three
pounds either.
The waters here
swarm with fish. The pike we found
to inhabit tine thorofares- and grassy
places Where the water was com
paratively silioai; the wall-eyed pike
in deeper waters as also the ouananich© and taulodii (togue). We gc-t
a 20-pound, togue din Lac Tshitagama
which was the largest fish of that
species taken on the trip. The larg
“Ye are neither o ’ ye seetuated to est bracket (pike) weighed 27^ lbs.,
take care o ’ the girl, and ye are both taken at the Keag-a-J-a-Pip© on Lac
o ’ ye outlanders and know leefle o’ St. Jean.
English customs.
Our path® part
We canoed a long way up the Perhere and it wi’ m-yseV that the girl ibonka from our home camp and made
goes!’*
several- side trips into pond® that our
In only one of
‘I ban t’imk per,hap’ not,” broke in guides knew about.
Pierre.
‘ ‘I ban t’Smk I tek her wit’ those ponds, or lakes, as the nat
me.
-She ban handee to have for ives called them- all, did we find any
keep camp.
i ga®s de girl g© wit’ speckled trout, and this was in Lac
Des Auble which, empties into the
me, by gar!”
Peribonka.
Those trout run about
“ Bien!” said the Indian. ‘‘And what
will your wife at Montreal say to four to the pound and so far as I
you, Pierre, if you take a housekeep could see are identical with our
er to your camp?
And yen, Sandy, brook trout, with the exception that
They are
did you not tell me that you had a they -have forked tails.
wife and three pitits
Sandies
in pink fleshed and very fine flavored.
Nova Scotia?
White men have fan In all of the pond® we visited the
cied Indian girls to do their work, water was remarkably clear and blue
now a white girl shall do an Indian’s so that you could plainly see the
work,—it is but fair.
The girl goes bottom, at a depth of 50 feet or more.
with me, and the quicker w© go our The bottom being invariably covered
with a very -green, coarse moss.
I
way® the better.”
Again Sandy and Pierre began to have no doubt that many of those
dispute; the breed’s hand slid to pends contained trout, hut we just
They
the sheath- hanging at Ms belt and didn’t happen to catch any.
were
good
looking
trout
waters
any
Inis black eyes snapped as he spoke.
The Peribonka, as far as we
“ I iliave said that the girl
goes way.
with me, it is well, I do net wish to canoed up from Tshitagama is mostly

long as ha® friends stand by him it
will take thj© Devtil hintself to catch
Lam onte!'’
*
Turning to his companions
be
spoke to them in French and they
left the room.
Then he addressed
Marcia again and, told her to go to
her room and pack such of her be
longings as she wished to take with
her as tlie start for the Canadian
Side would be made at once.
“ It is useless, Mam’selle,” said h<
“ to think of escape, for Sandy and
Pierre are guarding your windows
and I am here at the door.’’
Resistance was worse than useless
and Marcia entered her room without
a word.
A girl cf different training
would have made a scene at least,
but Marcia’s training had given liter
steady nerves and an impersonal way
of viewing matters, consequently she
realized that, while a scene
might
ease her feelings, it would not be
apt to better the condition of affairs.
It was to be expected that for the
time she should regret that she had
ever undertaken the trip at all, next
she mentally berated the bungling say it again.”
action o f the Commission in sending
The men grumbled to themselves,
the letter to Conners, and then her but sullenly made up their packs and
pluck returned and she decided that each, took his respective trail. Sil
things were not so bad after alii. The j ently Le Loup picked up his belong
men seemed civil, she bad seen ings and shouldered hi® pack; Mar
many woodsmen and they had all cia slipped on her saiowshoes, but at
been gentlemen.
It would not be the door She‘ paused and looked down
long before the news of her predica- j the trail they had come the previous
ment would reach the Commission |night.
and steps would probably he taken
“My people would not treat a girl
for her release.
In the meantime in this way,” she said.
she would probably be taken into
“ My people would not send a girl
the vicinity of Lamonte since these where she could be treated in this
men seemed to be fellow poachers of way,” was the curt reply, and the
lias, and was it not possible that she two turned their faces to the north
might yet have an opportunity to oar and took up the march,.
ry out her plan® fer ha® capture? So
All day they tramped on, the man
she hastily packed flier suit case, hav shortening has stride to match the
ing first changed into her hunting girl’s, stopping twice to rest and eat
clothes, and stepped back in,to the a lunch, and just before dusk they
kitchen.
reached a little log cabin nestling
Le Loup was waiting with a pair of m a spruce thicket on the edge of a
blankets thrown over hi® arm. Mak sroal-1 pond.
ing the blankets and suit case into
“ This is Where we shall live,” said
a neat pack, he adjusted several the man and stood aside for hi® com
strap® and slung it on hi® hack, panion to enter.
stepped toward the corner Where his I
(To be continued.)
rifle stood and turned quickly.
“ Mam’selle, your gun?”
CANOE T R IP UP T H E P E RIBO NK A
Marcia brought it reluctantly and
R IV E R .
handed it to him.
The breed jacked
out the cartridges and strapped the
(Continued from page two.)
rifle itself to the pack. In the mean headwaters of the river Blanc, crossed
time Pierre and Sandy had come in the lake and started down the stream
and were shouldering their packs which was very small for a distance,
ready fer the start.
but which gathered size and strength
“Come, Mam,’se-lle, we must be go as we proceeded.
We
made three
ing,” said Le Loup, and obediently portages and ran three rapids and aMarcia stepped to the door and long in the evening we entered the
twisted her moccasins into the thong Lac Tshitagama, about 22 miles from
of her snow-shoes. A moment more the lake at the headwaters of the
and the little procession had strung stream.
Seven miles down the Lac
itself out in the mooaiiLight and was Tshitagama we selected a site
for
headed for the Canadian Border.
our permanent camp, on rising
ground back o f a beautiful white
Chapter II.
sand beach.
Tshitagama is a long,
TIM E TABLE
narrow lake and empties- into the PerIn Effect, December 13, 1915.
In the Shadow of the Spruces.
'L'.nka river through a thorofa-re. W(
hadn’t found, since leaving Lac Des
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmnifton for Phillips. R angeley and Bigelow, at
A little before one o ’clock the par Me, any signs o f campers, and dur
5.15 P.M.. and fo r Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
camp ing the whole trip I do not remember
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M. ty halted at a tumbled-dowm
and from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 just across the Line.
A fire wa,s of even seeing an axe mark.
I ex
P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.85 A . M. and leaves at built in the ruined fireplace and pre pected to find treat tracts of timber
U.00 A. M.
paration® were made to spend the but in, this I was disappointed. The
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong: remainder cf the night there,.
Le country here and for miQies and miles
from Phillips at 6.23 A. M.. and from Phillips and
Rangeley at 1.34 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.15 Loup brought in an armful! of boughs up the Peribonka is utterly devoid of
P. M., and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and and piled them in one com er of tine merchantable timber, the growth con
5.47 P. M. Passenger trains leave S tron g for
blankets over sisting, for the most part, of a spec
Farmington at 6.23 A . M. and 1 37 P. M. For_ camp, spreading the
Phillips at 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and Range- them, while the others cooked
sottne ie of scrub pine somewhat similar
ley at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P- M. and
venison and boiled coffee.
After to our bull pine in some sections of
for Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
finished, lie told this State. One thing struck m© was
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M. the supper was
snd from Kingfield at 8.25 A . M., and from Farm Marcia to loosen her moccasin®, roll the -absence of ariy -cedar anywhere
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
up in the blankets and go to sleep but those pine and alders grew every
P. M. and fo r Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
early in wiliere down to the waiter’s edge, ex
PHtLLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farm ing- a® they would start again
ton at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at the morning.
cept that there are many white sand
5.15 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
Everywhere there
were
Once d.n the night Marcia awoke; beaches.
ington at 12.55 P. M. and (>|10 P. M. From Rangeley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
the fire was still burning Inrightly blueberries, black flies-1 and hears, so
Mixed Train leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30 A.
that Mr. Sanborn christened it “ the
Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm and by its light slue could make out
the forms of Pierre and Sandy rolled country of the Three B’s.”
ington at 2.15 P. M.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm in their blankets just beyond it, and
The next day we
perfected our
ington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P. M.
camp
somewhat
unlimh-ered
the two
of
the
Indian
stretched
blanketless
Milled Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M.
before the glow.
The moon shown hander and made ready for the fray.
«nd leaves at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at tli,rough the chinks of the camp and The weather was fine and olear, but
12.50 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
The first fish taken
she wondered if it would not be cold at night.
KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at possible to steal out and follow the was a ouananichie which weighed 4%
I.
45 A. M. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow at
Those fish are a species
2.53 P.M. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at tracks back to thie settlement. There pounds.
II.80 A. M., and passenger train arrives from were those there will© would see that of landlocked salmon, almost identical
Bigelow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves
she get safely home. Noiselessly she with the landlocked salmon of the
for Farmington at 12.30.
rose
to a sitting posture and wa® inland waters- o f our State, with- the
BIGELOW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield
*1 915 A. M., and departs fo r Kingfield and about to
slip out of her blankets difference that they do not grow so
Farmington at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train ar
when a low voice said, “ Mam’selle large, fer while we caught a great
rives from Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
forgets/' and her startled glance met many, here and on Lac St. Jeain,
for Kingfield at 4.00 P. M,
the -steady gaze o f Le Loup.
She while fly fishing, we never got any
F. N. B E A L , Gen’ l Manager,
that weighed more than six pounds,
Phillips, Maine.
dropped back upon- the hough®.

Marcia took in th© situation nt a
glance and for a moment she was at
a less for a proper course of action,
but only for a moment and the four
people watching hiea* could not detect
even that moment’s hesitation. Then
she calmly unfolded the letter and
read <*t siLowly.
There was evidence
enough against her, but she turned
imperiously to Mrs. Vashaw and de
manded what right slie had to open
mail belonging to another; and, since
she had opened it, what silie had
learned to cause her such excite
ment. "
Mrs. Vashaw quailed before the
girl’s wrath.
Was it possible that
she had made a mistake?
No, she
had certainly seen the letter-head,
and rallying her forces she demanded
to know why the Commission had
written to Miss Lawson.
“That,” said the girl, “ is nows' of
your business, but I will say
this
much,—since you have taken so m u d
interest in my affairs,—many friends
e f people who come to Maine to hunt
and fish do not know their exact lo
cation and write to the Commission
for information, such is often the
case. But in any case, you had nc
right to open my letters.
I did not
think it of you, Mrs. Vashaw.”
Mrs. Vashaw’s
excitement was
waning perceptibly, and two of the
men looked sheepish. Marcia thank
ed the Fates that Mrs. Vashaw had
not received an English, education
and was beginning to breathe more
freely Wlien, Le Loup, who had been
watching her silently, stretched out
his uninjured iiand for the letter. To
refuse to give it to him would be to
acknowledge that it contained some
thing these people ought not to
know, and she could do nothing but
yield.
Gravely the breed - took the
letter and ran hols eye down the page
then in nearly faultless English he
read it aloud.
When he had finish
ed there was a silence. Marcia stood
like a statue, white to the lips, but
dauntless.
Le Loup handed the letter back to
Marcia and said, ‘ ‘Mam’sel'le, you
have made a good fight, but you see
it is finished.
You came up here to
spy upon and catch someone and
have yourself been caught. If yen
had seized this Lamonte (for I judge
he is the man your
Commission
wants) you would have taken him
back with you to await the pleasure
of your people.
Instead we 'have
seized you, and we shall dio by you as
you would -by him,—-take you with us
to await our pleasure and hi®. When
you see your Commission again tell
them that a girl came nearer success
than their men ever have, hut that sc

M AR CH

t
are en rout© for Mistook, and
I think it i» well named, for 1 am
certain th© Lord, if he ever created
that place, certainly did make- a mis
take, for of -all th© -places an the face
of the earth, that pl-ac© is the limit.
Here was th© first, last and only
thatched roofed building!© I ever saw
or ever expect to see, for I do not
expect to ever go back there to see
any more.
The natives live on
bears, black flies and bluebanrties,
particularly th© latter Which seemed
to be their principal stock-in-trade.
We didn’t make any “ mistake’ ’ in get
ting out of tluat plac-e as soon as; pos
sible, and th-at might, still by team1,
w© arrived at th© share of Lac St.
Jean, loaded our canoes and went
over to tli© Island
House at th®
Grand Discharge.
Her© we persuad
ed the keeper to take care of us for
the night.

In tli© mom-in g, after w© had tak
en stock of cur selves and surround
ings, we were approached by the said
keeper, who asked u® who we were,
where w-e came from and where we
were going to, and after we had told
-him -he informed us that we w©re
trespassers- and poachers, and it was
his privilege and duty to arrest us
forthwith. Said that the whole coun
try where we had been fishing—and I
cam© pretty nearly saying hunting—
wa,s under lease in tli© com-pany for
whom be was employed and that he
was a gam© warden with, full author
ity to enforce the law.
Well, this
wais a pretty state of affairs indeed.
No cne had intimated to us that
tills was forbidden fruit, of which We
had been partaking so freely, and I
for one was beginning to feel mighty
homesick and wished ourselves back
in “ Mistook’’, with the
present
knowledge, the day before. However
it was no use “ crying over spilt
millk” and it was up to us to make
the best of it.
I want to -explain
here that th© guardian and hi© wife
were the only persons on the* Island
beside ourselves. Tlie syndicate who
owned the Island and all- tlie-recn Iliad
LAC ST. JEAN
gone bankrupt and had closed u-p
EDWIN W. -SANBORN AND HOW their hotel, but still retained the
ARD WOOD.
lease and keeper, so Mr. Sanborn, be
ing a liawy-er, succeeded, after a time,
dead water, deep, with a smooth cur in convincing said guardian, that for
rent in scan© places1
, and from % tlie munificent sum o-f $26 per month
mile to 150 yards wide. There were and board himself, that he was not re
many caribou, though what they feed quired to be too active or zealous in
on is a mystery, a few moose but no tli© performance of his duties. The
deer at all. Ail kinds of ducks were upshot of the whole matter was that
in evidence everywhere, particularly we staid a wreek, the sole occupants
the black or dusky duck, and so tame of the magnificent Island House,
that one could easily bag any amount hoarded with tli© guardian and his
lie would want with very little ef wife and fished, for ouananiche in the
fort.
Partridges there were in abun Grand Discharge and on, th© shoals
And such fishing!
dance, the regular ruffed grouse, off the Island.
though they are much darker in color Rightly named are they “ Tlie Leaping
We took them one,
truan ou-r Maine birds, but the meat Ouananichie.”
They run
is white and very fine.
Small fur two and three at a cas-t.
bearing animals were very plentiful, from three to five pound® in weight,
and such fighters.
Many times they
particularly mink and otter.
After having spent a week seeking would com© 10 feet cut of wiater,
tlie king pike, and having taken noth shake their heads and go off with a
ing over 18 pound®, we decided to whole string o-f flies and leader. We
weren’t using the two hander ..then but
move down tlie river to the Lac St.
Jean-, so forthwith broke camp tli© a five oz’er. Those fish1 at© up en
morning of August 17th, and after ough flies and got away with enough
carrying th© rapids c f Ben Noir made tackle to stock a good sized sport
camp at the Sliute a McLecd.
The ing goods store on Broadway, f.f in
whole vaiumne of the riv-er here deed they have any stores on that
thorofare.
Wc succeeded in landing
makes a perpendicular drop of more
two
at
onic-e,
h-u-t while we often had
than 50 feet.
Tli© -scenery is- mag
three on at a time, something would
nificent and wild in the extreme.
always happen—those fish w'-ere nev
Here we saw the remains of tli© fam
ous McLeod cam-p.
The legend er cf the same mind and never would
all -coime the same way.
goes that a main by name of M-c-Leod,,
Tuesday, August tine 27th was the
“ an Homme Tenribe” as our guides
day Set to- bid farewell to our Island
described bi-m, held forth, here
home and, by this time, our good
and was the terror of the country
friends, the guardian and bis wife,
from the St. Lawrence to Hudson
Bay. He was accredited with- having but on that day there came up such
a hundred wives, picked up from the a wii-nd storm that tli© good Ship, the

India,n c-liasseures of the Hudson Bay
Company who make pilgrimages- up
tlie Peribonka every fall for a winter
supply o-f broch-et.
This
MiciLeo-d
and his gang would rob them, of
their wives on their way up and
their fuirs on the way hack.
They
claimed h© was bullet proof and had
Lived forever and would never die.
But one fine day one of his wives
succeeded in giving him a dose of
fox poison from which he expired in
terrible agony.
Whereupon his band
dispersed and the reign of terror cn
the Peribonka ceased.
So go-e® the
tale, and I thought that even our
guides believed.
After another night spent on tlie
river we came to a point where there
was a portage, and to avoid the num
erous- rapid® on the river below', our
guides explained that teams, could be
procured to carry us from this point
to the Lhc -St. Jean; whereupon we
sent cne of tlie guides out to the (set
tlement for the teams.
In the
me antime we fished a -little and pick
ed blueberries; fishing nil, blueber
ries -en masse.
Another day and we

(Continued

on page six).

THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
HIS is a very in
teresting and in
structive book on mak T H E
ing cabin boats, canoes,
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
of the various streams
one can trip on with a
cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
fyirmondS-Spears
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:

T

CABIN BOAT

Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch, What to Wear, 'filings to Eat, Cabin
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
Fogs. Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles, Care
of the Boat, Ways of Making Money. On Making
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game and
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Amusements, Books, Trapper’ s Canoe, A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S I.00.
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iation 3eagues, there fis a good pos
can chase them right*by the trees passed.
and they make no attempt to climb
Mr. Davis and Mr. Pattangall de sibility of a strong team for next
them, but like woodchucks and some cided that the. said pending bills for winter.
other kinds of aniimais they some promoting the eating of dogfish*, was
T H E G UN C R A N K
times go on exploring expeditions far no good, for stopping the destruction
from home and kindred. When thus of the fisheries of Maine and other
overtaken, they will climb a tree. States, consequently they co-operate
(Anonymous)
As a boy, I have chased a *sfingl© together and drafted the ‘‘substitute
A “ Masked Marvel” writer hoe
squirrel for a long distance. He had bill’’ which w© print herewith.
com© out of the West.
Tihe foil ow
no knowledge of the squirrel
bur
If the said bills before the House ing unsigned prose-poem readied ua
rows cf which there were many near, and Senate for promoting the eating with th© western mail yesterday—
but when well, tired out would go up of dogfish and other sharks; were . tlie envelope bore no readable post
a tree.
He climbed like a wood to be passed, the
W e’d like to give credit to
United States Imark.
chuck or cat and could not jump Government would then have in nil 1the author because this sample of
from limb to limb as the tree squir probability some ca n s 'o f dogfish, to j his work smacks of real literature.
rel does so easily.
Here ds* hi*
show for the appropriation of $2,000 Do you know him?
You could ishake him out of the or dogfisih* otherwise prepared for contribution:
tree or knock him out with* a stick food which are net fit for Army and
and then lie would give you another Navy rations according to all ac
Somebody ought to eulogize the
race.
I presume this was more fun counts.
gun crank!
far me than the squirrel.
It was a
Who is he?
On the other band if the bill
life and death affair for him. When which Mr. Davis and Mr. Pattangall
Well* he may be tine president of
the aniimais have never been shot at have drafted can be passed as a your favorite bank—his heart beats
or trapped, they are often very tame. “ substitute bill” for the aforesaid stronger under lijs huntin’ jacket
The writer once approached within bill the United States Government than under his wes’kut at the direc
about three feet of a pair cf these would have a valuable asset to show, tors’ meeting—cr he may *be that
squirrels.
I made no suspicious mo in the shape of a one modern dog gladsome neighbor who owns
four
tions, kept my eyes on the squirrels fish reduction works and also fertiliz dogs and an arsenal and who has to
and approached very slowly.
It is er and oil made from, the carcasses scramble every year to pay for Iiis
needless to say their eyes* were on of about 500,000 dogfish, and other shcoting license.
me also.
I have often approached food fsh , and lobster devouring
He’s th© fellow who is always
very close by this, method-, quite oft sharks, and the same sold in* the fusain’ over velocities and penetrat
en within ten feet.
This happened year 1916 or 1917, and the proceeds ions and muzzle energies. The local
several years ago when there we,re applied to the operation of said work sporting goods dealer’s head aches
broad, prairies in Iowa and likely and purchasing the said dogfish and after hois visits and the munitions man
tills was the first time the little fel other sharks from* the fishermen.— ufacturer, even, is too apt to consid
lows* ever had a chance to get a Kennebec Journal*.
er him cne of the necessary evils of
good look at a human being and
his business.
when fear overcame
curiosity and
But Crank, old boy, you are the
B
O
W
D
O
IN
R
I
F
L
E
C
L
U
B
V
E
R
Y
both dove into the same burrow*—I
back-bcn© of the game—you are the
BUSY W I T H P R A C T IC E .
could easily jumped beyond the hole
salt of the earth.
from where I stood.
You’re so gun-nutty that you some
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me.,
Another very similar animal here
times astonish your good wife by talk
March 12.—The Bowdoin College
is the little striped ground squirrel
ing about trigger pulls and foot
Rifle Club, organised a few wreeks
( “ gophers*,” many folks here call
pounds in your sleep.
You almost
ago, bias 93 members, including eight
them).
The striped ones are smal
eat “ dope’’ fer your three nieala
men from the college faculty. While
ler and I never knew' cne to eat
and you’re often ha/ppier in the comit is too *late an the season to enter
meat or climb a tree—except that I
pswiy of your gas pipes than with
in any intercollegiate matches, some
once saw one cn a stump about three
human friends.
You’re as loyal in
of the members are doing a little
feet high in Des Moines fiver woods
your disci pie ship as was the Quaker
indoor work on th© range of the
and at first thought it was a chip
who bent backward in his attempt
Brunswick Rifle Club, and steps are
munk, but scon noticed the differ
to walk straight.
being taken to build an indoor range
ence.
When the “ gopher” stands
But, Crank, you hit up such a pace
on th© campus.
There are three
on his hind feet he stands straight,
in your enthusiasm for the good old
possibilities, the attic or the base
and the more interested lie -becomes
sport that maintaining a high level
ment of Memorial! hall, and the base
in your actions the higher he w i’,1
yourself, you carry your whole com
In each cas©
stretch himself up, and the mere you ment of the chapel.
munity up with you to a little higher
there is a 75-foot straightaway, with
can entertain him with whistles and
pitch than the ordinary, drab, now
strange actions, the more attentive room for half a dozen firing points.
and-then sportsman ordinarily reach
According to the government quota
he becomes*.
es.
of ante rifle for each five men, the
You’re a community asset—that’s
Among all the wild animals I have
club will receive 18 Springfield mod
what you are— you’re Advisor, Prop
met, none is more interesting than
el rifles, with 120 rounds of 30.30 cal
het, Seer and Revealator in Gundom
this little fellow who was once call
iber ammunition for each man. Tilie
and we ail look up to you and treas
ed the “ federation squirrel” because
club has received permission to use
ure you, though we may have never
of bis- 13 stripes which was supposed
the State range fin Brunswick
and
told you so before.
Yes, all of us,
to have something to do with the
as soon as the outdoor rifles and
neighbors, sporting goods
dealers,
American flag.
The “ gopher’’ digs
ammunition have been received and
manufacturers and all!
up corn and makes himself quite a
weather conditions permit work will
nuisance, hut a more interesting an
We salute you", Crank, old boy.
begtin outdoors.
Som©bcdy ought to eulogize you.—
imal -it would he hard to find. He
There are in the club
several
is about a half larger than a chip
L-ive News Notes.
men who have had experience with
munk.
The real ‘‘gopher’’ of the
the rifle, some of them on the Port
dictionaries and encyclopedias is loc
More •Me.!.;;.ropery.
land and Deering High, riflie teams,
“Yes,” said Mrs. Twickenbury, “limy
ally called the “ pocket gopher.’’ He
while some have been at military were very careful about that infec
>3 an entirely different animal and
schools or at government military tious membranous croup. They had
I may describe him another time.
camps.
if Bowdoin decides to en anecdotes hanging up all over the
Burt Stone.
ter
the
National
Rifle
Assoc j house.”—Baltimore Sun.

Lu Verne, Iowa, March, 1916.—
Someone wants to know if muskrats
are meat-eaters.
Well, the chances
are that some muskrats are.
Some
human beings chew tobacco,—others
Entered as second class matter. January 21. do not.
Each one pleases his own
19#9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
fancy or his own idea of propriety.
the A ct of March 3.1879.
As I have seen muskrats, do unusual
things, I suspect they might just as
Tha Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
For instance,
state ot Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp well eat meat as not.
o s and Outing news; and the Franklin county how many readers of Maine Woods
ocally.
ever saw a muskrat eating corn out
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
of a crib, in a bairn?
The writer
•nd game photographs from its readers.
.22 rifle shot
W hen ordering the address of your paper did and getting a
then dild he
hanged, please give the old aa well as new tlie animal and only
ddresB.
realize that his game was a musk
rat instead of one of the common
style of rats which infest barns reg
T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H 16, 1916.
ularly.
Did you ever see a muskrat
house
high
and dry in a cornfield?
P A C IF IC COAST'S E X P E R T
WO
The writer hiais, and also we captured
M AN T R A P S H O O T E R
RE
the two muskrats by digging them
M O V E S TO P O R T L A N D .
out with a spade— and we also dug
out two sacks of ear corn that had
San Jos©, Cal., ha® lost one of its
been stored for winter use. The rat
crack shots in tire departure of Mrs.
shot in the bairn was1 one of another
Ada Sdi.Lll.inig, .society
woman and
pair that built a house in the corn
champion amateur trap shot of the
field about five reds, from our barn.
Pacific Coast, to Portland., Ore. Mr.
All grass, and weeds were cleared ctff
Schilling, for business1 reasons, was
the ground for considerable distance
compelled to1give up hi®* residence in
to furnish material for the house. As
San Jc.se.
The change made fct nec
these rats were killed before
they
essary for Mrs. Schilling to resign
had their winter plans complete they
her membership in the San Jose Blue
did not have much corn stored aRock Club, where she toad made her
way, but had a much finer house
reputation as America's foremost wo
than the pair up on the hill who had
man trapsitoooter.
the big store of corn. Perhaps they
Out of 8,400 shooters who broke intended to help themsedves
from
2,000 targets apiece, Mrs. Schilling the crib in the barn all winter.
I
stood 113tli according to the inter believe they had nftt discovered the
state records recently issued in New corn in the barn at the time t h ^
York City.
Her skill at ttoe traps., built the house—then later moved in
therefore, not only gives her the to the barn where everything was
highest place among women shooters handy—but not being so sma.rt afor 1915, but she made a record a- bout keeping out of sight as a barn
rat lost their lives by a rifle bullet.
I do not believe a cat would touch
a muskrat.
Am I right about this?
This muskrat story is not a fairy
story at a'i, as it all happened in
one of cur very dry years, which
came after several wet ones, during
which- muskrats had increased rapid! iy.
The dry year left the ponds
without water and the muskrats mov
ed to cornfields, something they had
never been known to do before.
’Tis a fact that we often think we
knew about the habits of animals,
when ilt is very easy to he mistaken.
The prairie ground squirrels which
are so very common in Iowa are sup
posed to be seed eaters. I trapped
these through alii my boyhood days
without even a suspicion that they
would eat meat and never saw any
thing to indicate they would do eo W O R K OF DO G FISH E X T E R M I N A 
T IO N .
until a very few years ago. I set
MRS. ADA SCHILLING
a trap and caught a grey cne and
gainst all comers, both men and ■wo
found it partly eaten. Natural'y one
C. E. Davjs, chairman cf the Maine
men, which, a large number of crack
would suppose a weasel or
mink State Sea Food Protective Commis
shots might envy.
Mrs. Schilling's
average was 87.08 per cent for the had done the work, hut I was lucky sion, had a long conference with. At
year.
Mrs. B. P. Remey, of Indian enough, to catch the animal in the torney General Pattangall of Augus
I have since found ta Friday, relating to the dissatis
apolis, and Mrs. Frank Remey, of An cannilbail act.
derson, Jnd., were her nearest com these animals in traps partly eaten faction of the Commission and these
generally another interested fin the' welfare of Maine’s
petitors with averages of 77.37 and and there was
squirrel near.
food fish and lobster fisheries.
74.29 per cent respectively.
There is another
peculiarity of
Mr. Davis made it clear to Mr.
One of the remarkable things about
these1
squirrels,
whichare
called
Pattangall,
that the present pending
Mrs. Schilling is her ability to with
“ Frankiln’s &p,he,nnciphiie’’ in U. S. dogfish shark bill fin the
United
stand the physical strain attending
Department
of
Agriculture-irtbey
are
States
Senate
and!
House
was
both
her work at the traps;
She weighs
less than a hundred pounds. Veter slightly smaller, but are closely re a political mistake, and economic
After a full discussion, of
ans; who (have seen her give way un lated to the fox squirrels that live blunder.
They are a very the matter Mr. Pattangall agreed fu’der the recoil of her 12 gauge gun,, in the. timber.
express their amazement at her en pretty and foxy little anflmal, head ly with. Mr. Davis* that a “ substitute
-, for pro
durance of cne hundred shots in the and tail being a light and (bright bill” for the aforesaid bill1
tournament matches.
Mrs. Schilling grey, and their body a sort of a yel moting the eating of the undesirable
They
have; a uric acid, putrid* Sea Carrion, eat
is further 'handicapped in comparison low tawny coder.
bushy
tail,
but
not
as
large
as the ing shark (th© dogfish) should he
with male shooters through, the ne
cessity of using an extremely light appendage sported iby the tree fox
The prairie squirrel is
load.
Her aim must be truer in, or squirrel.
however,
the
prettier animal* of the
der to break her bird before it gets
out of range.
Wiith the light load two.
In bounding over the prairie on a
her shot spread is less and her
point quicker.
In view of these dis long run he has a way of making the
advantages the records that she has hairs in toils tail stand on end in
such a way as to give the impres
made are extraordinary.
sion
that in bounding over the ground
Mrs. Schilling has frequently car
ried off honors with perfect scores the tail is helping some and that he j
A good j
in 25 and 50-bird matches. Through is in the air all the time.
out the season .shje has been a con smart hoy or man can usually out- [
stant competitor with the members of run him and kill him with a whip iif
the .San Jos© Blue Rock Club.
She he can, get him far from a burrow
has been, a consistent winner and or place of safety, but it takes
virtually a perpetual member of the seme running to be sure and Mr.
Squirrel is mighty good at dodging
club team®.
which soon gets- a fellow’s wind.
%
Perhaps; thousands of people who
Much Salt it. Rock.
Send your name and address
have
seen
these
squirrels
would
not
It has been estimated that 84,000,000
on a postcard to PEARSON’S
cubic miles of the average igneous believe they would climb trees. Will
MAGAZINE, 425 East 24th
Well, that depends upon cir
rock would yield, on decomposition, they?
Street, New York City, for a
ail the sodium of the ocean and the cumstances.
When they are near
FREE SAMPLE COPY
sedimentary rocks.
their own homes and burrows you
|2 and 16 p a g e s ................................ $1.50 per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
5 cants extra.

If you like

PEARSON’S
MAGAZINE
at all, you will
like it BETTER
than any other
magazine
*

BIG RESULTS
FROM S M A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Hammock or something else you don’t want.
Someone else is sure to want it
i

We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
m cent a word tn advance. No headline or
ler d i e S u b j e c t s in a, b. c, order

FOR SALE—Desirable house lots tn
Phillip®.
Address Maine Woods.
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small
pigs and shoats.
B. F. Beal, PUUlips,, Me.
Smokers, xny “ government seal” cig
ars are better than most 5
cent
cigars.
Send $1.59 for trial box of
60 cigars and be convinced.
j. h .
Harmon, 195 South, Mulberry street,
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

Crandu and Harry Davis. They shot
in seventeen cities, in fifteen states,
in twenty days, each time perform
ing against the best the home city
could produce.
This was the first time that ball
players ever made a tour as trapshooters and it wag highly success
ful.
Bender is possibly the best
target breaker among the ball play
ers.
He averaged 92 breaks in ev
ery 100 shots, Mathewson and Cran
dall were novices at the “sport allur
ing,’’ yet Crandall compiled an aver
age of 88, Mafcluewson averaged
71,
and Davis 68.
Bender turned in 99
breaks in 100 targets at Syracuse, N.
Y., getting the last 95 straight.
The “ch ief” would rather break 100
“ straight” than collect all the money
in the world.

FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm,
,a!so 6-year-old Jersey cow with re
cord of $13.09 for 16 days.
B. F.
Beal.

It is understood that Mr. F. J. D.
WANTED—April 1st.
Girl for gen
Bamjum hag sold to the Oxford Pap
eral housework.
Mrs. Joel Wilbur,
er Company the soft wood situated or
Phillips, Me.
that part of Mt. Abram township
known as Barnjum.
Also on that
C A R R IG A N H U N T S IN M A I N E
part of Sandy River township, trtfJbutary to the head cf Sandy River.
Morgan had nothing on Manager
The company is planning this year
Carrigan of the Boston club, for get
ting back to nature. Carrigan spends and every year hereafter, to cut 5,.
bis .vacation hunting in the Maine ! 900 cord® of pulp from each tract. It
is estimated it will take six or seven
woods.
years.
Nearly every player on the Boston
The American Realty Company,
club is an expert shot.
Speaker,
Gregg, Wagner, Leonard,’ Shotton, which is the woods department c.f
Mays, Haley and McNulty comprised the International Paper Company,
. two parties who spent some time in who own Letter E. township, near
the wood® after the close cf the 1915 the Gray place, are planning to be
season.
They like the trap,shooting gin ope rations cm that township and
game, just as much as hunting in will cut this season and every suc
ceeding season for a period of eight
the field.
years or such a matter, 5,000 cords
T o show the
increased -interest
-of pulp wood.
that base ball players take in trapThe pulipwood, cut on the line of
shcotng, one need® but recall the
tour lrast fall of “ Chief” Bender. the Phillips & Rangeley railread is
“Christy” Mathewscn,
“ Old D oc” estimated to have been 50,000 cords
this winter, nearly all of which has
been landed on, or near the railroad.
The Pejepscot Paper Co. of Which
Orris Vose is manager, and right
here we want to state that Mr. Vose
is one of the best that can be found
in the country, have finished their
cut c-f pulp weed and it aggregates
21,000 cords.
No better weather conditions have
William F. Nye is the great
ever been known for lumbering than
est authority on refined oils in the
this year.
Mr. J. W. Carlton, Who
world. H e was the first bottler; has
has been in the wood® more or less
the largest business and NYOIL
Winters throughout' has l-ife says that
lie never knew of a winter so favor
is the best oil he has ever m ade.
able for lumbering as this lias been..
NYOIL
The deep snow® cf the past week
HAS NO EQUAL.
have rather stopped work in the
Beware of. scented mixtures called
woods hut nearly everyone had prac
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre tically finished.
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
S T A T E OF M A I N E.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
P U B L I C N O T IC E .
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
By virtue of the authority confer
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
red upon us by the provisions of
W M . F. NYE,
Chapter 32, R. S. Sec. 39, a,s amend
ed by Chapter 222, of tine Public
New Bedford, Mas*.
Laws c f 1915, we, having received
written eonxpiaint from the owners
of the land that beaver are doing ac
tual, substantial damage to their
property, hereby declare an open sea
son on beaver, from March 20, 1916,
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps of the fishing regions of the to April 30, 1916, inclusive on the
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow following territory:
ing maps:
That part of Saddleoack stream
Franklin County
$ .50 which lies above the Rangeley Water
.50
Somerset County
.50 Company’s Dam in Sandy River Plan
Oxford County
.50 tation, Franklin. County.
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
During the open season herein pro
.50
Washington County
vided
for on the lands above speci
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
.Hf fied, it shall be lawful for any licens
Geological map of Maine
.35 ed hunter and trapper of fur bearing
R, R. map of Maine
.36
Androscoggin County
.35 animal® to trap beaver thereon, but
Cumberland County
.50 no person shall set a trap within ten
Hancock County
.35 feet of a beaver house.
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
W itness our hands" this 11th day of
.36
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.B0 March, A D., 1916.
Penobscot County
Harry B. Austin,
.35
Waldo County
.35
Leon, G. C. Brawn,
York County
F. E. Mace.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game, State of Maine.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS

J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,

Phillips,

Maine.

16, 1916.

Start

VETERAN GUIDE
OF MERRYMEETING

Your

Sought by Duck Hunters-Preferred
Old Time Guns to Modern
Breech Loaders and
Pump Guns

and

Hotel

OXFORD PAPER
CO. BUY LAND
Lumber Operations Have Been
Large This Winter.

MARCH

Camp

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
•ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
Nothing has ever been done in the
and light.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross,
way
of pre-motion, that has accom
Phillips, Me.
plished so much for any sport as
----------------------------------------------------------- this tour of the ball players did for
RABBITS WANTED—Will pay
fif trap-shooting.
As a result, many
teen cents each.
Must be in good who heretofore paid no attention to
condition and non-poisonous,
and the “ sport alluring” enrolled in the
dressed leaving skins on.
Can use ever-increasing fold.
forty per week until April 1st. Tel.
64-15.
M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me65 VALUABLE FORMULAS, Tricks,
illusions and House Hold hints in my
nteresting 'magazine of two issues.
Sent complete for a dime. E. Stanley
Johnson, P. O. Box 144,
Burnside,
Conn.

M A IN E ,

Advertis-

TALL STOVE CLUB
TELLS GOOD YARN
Bath Timesi—A pretty good yarn
was told at a session of the Tall
Stove club. There had been a freshet on one of the
shallow streams
emptying into Merrymeeting Bay and
while the freshet was at its height,
a cold snap cam© along and froze
the surface into a thick flooring of
ice.
A few days later came a fish
erman with live bait and cut a 'hole
in the ice through which he let down
his live baited hook and pretty socn
he felt a big bite and pulled through
the hole— a very lively fox! The man
who was telling the tale explained
that the freshet had subsided, leav
ing the ice above the hole of the
fox on the river bank and the fox,
hunting for food and seeing the live
bait wiggLing had caught on.
DOG A T T A C K E D F U R -T O P

Samuel O. Ward, 81 years of age,
who ha® been troubled for some
time with a lame leg, fell, fractur
ing his hip on. the hard wood floor
of his kitchen, Monday, a® the Tim.es
stated in its Wednesday issue, and
Dr. Peaslee was called. The doctor
believes that the patient’® age is
against renewal cf
the fractured
bone.
Mr. Ward is the eldest E on
of the late Cba,ri.es Ward, who was
one of the noted guides on Merrymeeting Bay, entertaining sucih men
as the late General Paine of Boston
in the eld times when few gunners
were after the birds on the Bay. the
General stopping at the Ward home
stead, near Ward’s cove on
the
eastern shore of the bay.
From his father the son, ‘‘Sam,”
as he i® best known to Bath sports
men, inblerited a love of hunting
and became a noted guide and good
shot on his own account, being the
first guide to be given the title of
“ King of Merrymeeting Bay.”
With
the old muzzle Loading ‘‘cannon,’ ’
which had been presented hi,® father
by General Paine, “ Sam” Ward has
brought down probably more geese
and duck® than any other guide cr
sportsman, on .Merrymeeting Bay. He
keenly enjoyed the sport and was
very skilful in scuDiing others up to
the birds, the best man Sn a gun
ning float perhaps who ever sculled
in the Bay.
Until A dozen years
ago this great Nimrcd was on the
Bay every spring and fall ’ and his
services were in great demand by
duck hunters seeking Merrymeeting
during the open seasons.
Of late
years his age and his rheumatism,
have prevented such sport and work
for the odd “ King.”
“ Sam” Ward had little love for

pumip guns-, a® thiey came in and
whenever a flock cf birds were fired
into and missed, tine King would
blame either the “ toy guns” or the
“ gcod-for-nothing modern
powder.”
He always preferred hi®' patrons us
ing the “old cannon,” as he called
tiie Paine double-barrel
shotgun,
when firing jin,to a flock and then
would allow the man in the bow to
use iiis modern weapon in disposing
of the “ cripples” .left on the sur
face of the Bay after the smoke cf
the black powder cleared away. The
writer recalled many split fingers
and calloused ones caused by the
use, by tenderfeetsi of the big Paine
gun, in j.ts rebounds.
In these sunny
days of September and the brown
one® of October with, tine thatch firs
green and then ripening in the
frosts of autumn a golden brawn
with the birds1 plenty on thle feeding
grounds and before the inrusih of
late years of men and boys, with
tine pernicious pump guns,, every
mornilng at the crack o' day Siam
Ward’ s float might be seen pushing
through the thatch and wild oats, or
sent skimmiingly toward flocks of
ducks of divers in the open water,
and with the spicy sun settings re
turning with a boat load of feathered
game birds for future royal feasts.
That was before the ducks “ became
college larmt” to use one of King
Sam,’® favorite expression®.
During
the dinner hours at midday on Brick
Island or Pleasant Point, no stories
of duck shooting or legend®! cf Mer
rymeeting Bay that were told were
so interesting as those of the
King’s.
All the duck hunters agree
that in these days, the days' of the
p rime of King Sam and his brother
Charles, Fred Willi® and William
Freeman, of Cush, hi® son, and the
rest of those hearty,
strongarmed
and merry guides, they passed the
happiest days of their lives on Beau
tiful Merrymeeting Bay.
All! extend their sympathy to the
King in hi® old age and latest
trouble and hope that he may get
the better of his painful accident.—
Bath Daily Times.
Man

and

His Troubles.

Only two kinds of people in the
world, the man whose troubles are big
ger than he and the man who is big
ger than his troubles.—Minneapolis
Journal.

MAINE W O O D S
Conducts a first class job printing departn ent
which specializes on, Cainp and Hotel work

BOOTS

A Cleveland woman was walking
down a street, wearing a pair of
these new fur-top shoes. A dog saw
the fur and made an energetic at
tack, .divesting one of the shoes of
its trimming.
All of which is interesting.
For
the dog may have thought that he
recognized in that fur an old-time
foe—the neighbor’® cat.
But even
if he did, women have cause to he
thankful, for in. that event, women
who wear fur-trimmed' shoos may
feel sure that mice, woman’s
old
enemy, wiilll give thorn a wide path).

The Pleasure
Of an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND

W h y n o t l e t u s H e lp
J

you

w itH

your

a d v e r tis in g ?

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders, j
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples, i
dummies and prices on request.

Will Be Greatly Enhanced I f the

NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During: Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant C onnected. Rates Reasonable.
Take the "J itn ey ” or Munjoy Hill car f. om
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E.

THURSTON,

R. F. HIM M ELEIN,
P roprietors.

PHILLIPS,

MAINE
. i
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WOODS,

were welcomed by our friends' Guay
and La Bonne Menagere.
Next morning at 4.40 we set sail
down the Saguenay, and I want here
to try and tell you something of the
beauty of that most beautiful, river.
Ail day long we sailed down that
river, and it seemed to me that the
range of mountains had been cleft in
twain to make our passage. Bold, pic
Boston, Mass., Mardhi 10.—Roy At turesque cliffs arising abruptly from
kinson, a member of the Boston Post the water’® edge to as high as 2,000
editorial staff for the past 10 years feet at Cape Eternity, and at Cape
and formerly editor of Maine Woods, Trinity there Is a marble statue, rep
tli© recreation and sporting weekly, resenting the Trinity, and set on a
and other Maine papers, was elected little plateau about two-thirds of the
We were told' that this is
president of tli© Boston Press' Cliuib way up.
at its 30tli annual electiian yesterday. as far as man. has ever been able to
James C. WIMt©, political editor of ascend this peak. We were alsio told
the Herald', was elected vice presi that the water in the river, at this
dent; H, Lyman Annas of tli© Post point, was nearly two miles deep, but
editorial) department and local, repre this seems hardily creditable. We ar
sentative of the Mnsic Trade Indi rived at Pla Ha Bay for breakfast.
cator and the New York Lumber This place its just a little hamlet
Trade Journal, secretary;
Attorney with no outlet except by way of the
Judd E. Dewey, treasurer; and the river, built upon a little flat land
Hon,. Herbert E. Elijs of the Tre- where the mountains did not come
We passed a
rnont Trust Company, financial sec quite to the river.
few like places as we continued on
retary.
The new board of directors elected our way down, and at about 3 o ’clock
includes Fergus Brown, treasurer of arrived, at Tadousac, where we waited
the Hotel and Railroad News Com until about 6 o ’clock before starting
pany; George B. Gallup, president of up the St. Lawrence.
the Pilgrim Publicity
Association;
At Tadousac we visited the govern
Thomas W, Greenail advertising de ment fish hatchery, and the artificial
partment of the Record; Charles A. pods where they keep the large sea
Lioiring, treasurer of the Machine salmon in readiness to be stripped in
Composition Co.; Attorney James E. the fall.
In this pool there "were
O'Connell;’ and William. A. Troy, as about 2,009 salmon, some of them
sistant editor of the Sunday -Post.
weighing 35 pounds, and as the tide
President Roy Atkinson is one of was out at the time we could plainly
the best-known newspaper reporters see them as they frisked about. They
in New England.
He is especially would come to the top, and while
well-known in Maine where he was they didn’t jump clear out of the
born in Brunswick in 1882.
Before water, they would roll over on their
coming to the Boston Post 10 sides so that on© could see their
years ago he had been a member whole size.
Those salmon are taken
of the staff of the Kennebec Journal by traps or weirs, in the spring sea
and editor of the Miiillinocket Journal son, and after they are stripped they
and the Lincoln Chronicle. Since then are returned again, to the river and a
he spent one year on leave of absence new supply taken the
following
editing Maine Wood®, a sportsman’s spring. •The superintendent of the
weekly of national circulation pub hatchery told us that when the little
lished in Phillips, Me.
salmon are two months old they are
liberated in fresh, water streams and
into the river,
C A N O E T R I P U P T H E P E R I B O N K A ponds, with, cutlets
where they live about two years be
R IV E R .
fore nature call® them to the salt
water.
At Tadousac, too, we visited
(Continued from page three)
Blueberry Boat, cancelled her sehed- the first church that ever was built
This church, built in
ule to Robarval, and kept it cancelled iu Canada.
for three days, during which time we 1627 by tlie Jesuit priests was the
were prisoners' on the storm-lashed first place to call the savages to war
It has been
island and spent the time principally ship in all of Canada.
in target practice, using a .22 target kept in repair, but has retained its
revolver with which ue used to land original size and shape, and the in
the pike.
Score as follows: Guard terior is practically the same as it
ian 1st, Sanborn 2nd, and yours truly was almost 300 yeans ago. Ten cents
3rd, so you can' see what my chances is the price of admission to this oldwere' in a. fair fight with that guard time Sanctuary, with 10 cents addit
ional for the privilege cf ringing the
ian.
i
Well, after waiting three day® for bell.
At 6 o’clock we leave
Tadousac
that blooming blueberry ship we dis
The trip is
covered that she was wrecked some- j and I close my diary.
All night up the. St. Lawrence
where, so the next day, with a fleet over
After
of our two canoes and the guardian’s ' and Quebec in the morning.
row' boat we set sail and landed at breakfast at the Chateau Mr. SanDes Me, where we parted with our bom took the steamer for Montreal
keeper and presented him with our and I the Q. C. for Meg antic and the
canoe, which, while far superior to C. P. R. for Greenville and home, arthe 14 foot birch bark, was infinitely riving at four the next morning. We
inferior to the canoes, w© use on had. a most delightful trip in a land
Moosehead Lake.
Another 15 or 20 of the most wonderful inland fishing
miles, by team, to St. Gideon, where tiiat could well be imagined—that
we boarded the Quebec and Lake St. land of the Bears, Black flies and
John train for Chicoutimi, arriving at the Blueberriies.
that place at 7.40 p. m., where we
Howard "Wood.

P H IL L IP S ,

L e t W illia m T e ll
D o n ’ t ta k e our
word for the extra
g o o d n e ss o f th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red W in 
ter W heat. Order a
sack today and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
le a rn v /h at y o u r
b ak in g w ill gain
through
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BOOKS

ATKINSON NEW
PRESS CLUB HEAD

One of the -Best Known Newspaper
Reporters in New England.

M A IN E ,

T h e following books are endorsed
by leading publishers, hunters,

trap

pers and sportsmen in North America.
T h e information they contain

is re

liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered

by these

works.
T h ese

books should

hands of every man
the woods,

either

be

in the

who goes into

for

pleasure or

profit.

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
instructions—?
tells how to trap,l-|
s n a r e , poison; j
and shoot. A ” j
valuable b o o k j
for trappers. If j
all the methods j
as given in this*,!
had been stud-. I
ied out by one' j
man and he had •{
v o ;- TH=vP^;« .
begun trapping <
when Columbus
discovered!
America, mo
than four hundred years ago L
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the O^l
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

wmpipm

Price, postpaid, cloth bonne], 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

D

E S C R IBES the
f ur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i o n, w i t h
practical
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of in
structions f o r 1
A
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.
Ilarding. This book
contains 232 pages
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how
t o m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.
Price, poitpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
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HUNTING DOGS
in a
practical man
ner, the
training,
handling, treatment,
breeds,
etc., best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
isport. This book is
[not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
e s c r ib e s

D

Part 1—Hunting: Dors, Night Hunting:. The
Nigrht Hunting Dog—His Ancestry. Training
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound, Training
-S p ecific Things to Teach. Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Caie o f Dogs—Selecting the ^Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities o f Dogs and Practical Hints. A il
ments o f the Dog. Part 8—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tongners, Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs o f the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle, Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters. Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales. Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

ELLS about the
Hudson Bay Com-I
pany; Northern Indians |
and their Modes of |
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e ]
Wilderness, Things to p j
Avoid, etc., etc. The |T
author (Martin Hunter) £■'•]
was with the Hudson R
Bay Company for about ]
40 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al-|
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

T

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting- Indians. Trackers o f the North, Provig.
ions for the Wilderness. Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devi), A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Cass
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, A rt of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water. Voracious Pike. The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Necessary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Laks
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.

^ E S C R I B E S the
J various makes
and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
'on care of pelts, etc.
iThis book contains*

*333 Pages- 5 x

ures, their habits, S »
r ir ^ M iN C ]
care, etc., and is j j
th e recognized
authority on ftir
raising—now in
fourth edition—
J*r<
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
_ _
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

7

in.,

- and 130 illustrations,
. . printed on good qual
h ity heavy paper. Just
" *N’ « the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
[steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Tjaps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Tapping; land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informar
tion.
Price, poetpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cent*.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

I

SA valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guide's
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inche_s, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and L o
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv
A
ing many methods1
-;
of trapping. A valuable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink.
This
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is I W f f W i
.......... ...
d i v i d e d into 20;j|M g*chapters as follows: I 1
General Information; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
T raps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

HIS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,]
mountain men, pros-*
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting va Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axe^ Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and 'Frail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cent*.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
T 'H E most practi-1- cal book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , W HEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
i illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
; Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing. Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Irish— Good Places.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents

M A IN E W O O D S,
Any one of the above 60 c books and one year’s
SPECIAL OFFER subscription
$
to M AINE W O O D S , outing edition
O RDERS TO

c .

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

1.25

M A IN E
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Tips
Hu nUiiS Helps
by Alfred P La ne

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E M A R C H 16 1916,

Ans. Lead bullets are considered
to have the more killing power.
3. Would you recommend chilled
or drop shot for squirrel hunting
with, shotgun?
Ans. I do not think it makes
much difference.
4. What brand of powder would
you suggest for hunting with shot
gun?
Ans. Any of the standard brands
will give excellent results.

7

far you.

home defensive weapon, and I am
trying to find cut exactly if it will
be all right.
Ans. Of course, it is a matter of
opinion., but I have no use for any
revolver or automatic pistol cf less
than .38 caliber.
It would -not be
fair for me to recommend a particu
lar make.

W. E. B., Reedley, Cal.
1. What is the penetration of the
25-20?
An®. Nine % Inch pine boards.
2. What is the greatest range?
Ans. If you mean the maximum
range, this is about 1200 yards. The
range far accuracy is about 200 yds,.
3. What is the velocity?
Ans, Muzzle velocity 1376 foot J. E. S.
seconds.
1. Which, is. harder steel, Damas
H. D. B., Pittsburgh, Pa.
cus or Krupp?
1. Pleas© inform me how I could IW. N. P., Waynesboro, Va.
Ans. Krupp, steel is hardier thanget a rifle from the Government
I greatly enjoyed reading your in- Damascus.
and the cost of same.
! quiry letters and thought probably
2. Will a shotgun with a 28 inch
Ans. By becoming a life member you could help me cut on a gun and
barrel penetrate as. deeply as one
of the National Rifle Association at cartridge proposition. I have about
with a 30 cr 32 finch?
a cost of $25 or by joining a rifle $16 to invest in a repeating rifle
Ans. Yes.
club affiliated with the National Rifle j and I like the 1894
Model which
3. What is the difference in mod
Association.
Write Maj. F. H. Phil shoots 32-20 cartridges. Do you not
TARGET W O R K
W IT H
P I S T O L than 10 inches apart.
The trigger lips, 1108 Woodward Building, Wash
i think this is the practical all-around ified choke and cylinder bore?
A N D R E V O L V E R — Part I.
pull on target pistols
mast he not ington, D. C.
Ans. -Cylinder bore barrels shoot
! gun to get to use on a camping
-----------less than 2 pounds.
Tiiiird is the
2. I® there a rifle club in the j trip near Hickory, N. C.? I do not a more open pattern than a modi
‘ The average man has some pretty mild,tary 'pevcl'ver. which is similar to South Hills District?
J knew exactly what game there is fied bore.
vagUt'i ideas as to the possibilities in t' e target revolver, except that the
Ans. No.
j where I am going but I am advised
4. What is the penetration of the
connection with shooting at a target trigger E‘u -'1
*>© foU|r P«wnds, the
3. Hew many members doe-s it re i by other boys that it is what you .32 Rem. cartridge?
with the short arm.
To start with, sights £ix’ed aaKl the barrel of sland- quire to get-a charter for a rifle |would term medium size. I will p.roAns. Twelve % inch soft pine
mauy believe that a pistol shooter is ai<* military Length which is! from 6 club?
|bebly be gone one month and my boards with soft point bullet, and 45
bom and not made, and that it a ; lo ,jl/2 inches.
The pocket revolver
An®. Ten.
j estimate was about 400 cartridges for boards with full metal case bullet.
man has it in Ixan to be a goodshot, 1S
1ourth of the
classifications
4. What kind of range is required j that time, and if that would be about
5. How far can accurate shooting
all he has to do is to take up the re- j an,d at present is s<*mewftiat si;m:lar tc for same?
Iright I think I could sitand the cast he done with it?
voiver and go to it.
Another crazy
6 military revolver except that the
Aus. It is not necessary to have a but 1 would like your opinion cf the
Ans. 593 to 700 yards.
notion is that if one lias a revolver barrel must not be oviar 4 inches, not range, although of course it will not difference between this gun and a .22
tgpked away in the hip pocket pro- including the chamber, and the total bo possible to have a successful c&ub cal. shooting L. R. bullets.
Do you
lection is positively assured.
The weight o f the arm must not be over 2 without a range.
think it will work as good for th© J. S. W., Mercersburg, Pa.
The pocket revolver class
5. Is a member of a rifle club game I shall meet?
I .have a 32-40 rifle, would it be
queerest, idea cf all is that the ex pounds.
The range giv
pert shot can do tilings with the Iincludes any o f the automatic pistols subject to government call at any en far the 32-20 and the -22 L. R. is safe for me to sheet the high power
time?
Short arm such as cue reads about in ! which come within these rules.
about the same, and this is the part smokeless shells in it. It does not
Now I suppose the next
tiling
Ans. No.
the fiction magazines.
In fact, it
I cannct understand clearly as the have “ Nickel Steel” marked on the
Is it powerful enough fer
almost seems as though there were yo-u will want to know is “ wihiicli
32-20 lias a great deal larger bullet barrel.
few subjects except, possibly, astron 1make of revolver is the best.” I am C. A. S., Fredonia, Kansas.
and costs abcut six times as much. deer and bear?
1. Has the .351 cartridge killing At say 200 yards what would the
omy, about which, the average man going to say right now that that is
Ans. Yes.
The cartridges- are
, one of the question® upon which I power enough up to 1000 yards for
knows le s s .
powerful enough for deer and bear.
two bullets be capable of doing?
l refuse to commit myself—not only bear?
It is a well-known fact that no
Ans. If I were going on such a
because it would net be fair to the
Ans. No.
man is interested in a sport about
trip I would pick a repeating rifle
various manufacturers
but because
2. If not, lias the .405?
which he knows nothing.
I ami go
chambered to handle the 22 long
|the editor does co t want me to.
Ans. No.
ing to try to describe this branch of
rifle cartridge, and then invest the
Target shooting with a short arm
3. Are they accurate enough, for money which you intend to invest in
the eiheoting sport and I am sure that
is a relatively inexpensive ftp-art. 2000 yards?
you will feel your interest growing
ammunition for the 32-20 in .22 long
Still, one cannot do it for nothing
Ans. I hate to be inquisitive, but rifle Lesmok or semirsmckeloss cart
la proportion to the knowledge you
OUT F IS H IN ’
land it is well worth while to get a what on earth do you want to shoot
have of the sport.
ridges.
As you say, ycu will get
good outfit to start with. From. my at 2000 yards away?
It is a great six times as much shooting for the
I think the first and most import experience, it seem® that a shooter
A feller isn’t thfekfin’ mean,
deal over a mile.
same money, and the .22 leng rifle
ant thing is to give the size of the i will make progress quicker with a
. Out fishin’ ;
cartridges will do surprisingly good His thoughts are mostly good
target commonly used, the distance, j single shot target pistol than with
and
F. W. S., RolLa, M,o.
work on small game, especially if the
and the mechanical possibilities of the heavier revolvers or automatic
clean,
I would like to have some infor man behind the rifle is capable cf
the sport, for a good many of the pistols.
Out fishin’ ;
Numbers of men seem to mation, about how shotgun barrels
placing hi® shots with, som© degree He doesn’t knock hi® felilow men,
fiction stories you read in which scorn the target pistol as a plaything,
are measured.
What kind of a of accuracy.
The 32-20 is not quite
Acoting is described are not only but only because they are not famil
gauge is used in measuring these as accurate as the .22 long rifle Or harbor any grudges then;
highly improbable from the stand iar with its great value as a trainer.
barrels? Are they measured with U. which is the reason why their range A feller’s at his finest, when
point of the amount of skill involved It is foolish to waste good money cn
Out fishin’.
S. Standard measure or what fs the is about the same.
At 200 yards,
but they are actually mechanically expensive ammunition for the heav
measure of the following gauges at the .22 long rifle is capable cf mak
impassible.
The rich are comrades to the poor,
ier revolvers cc automatic pistols un- the muzzle, 10, 12, 16, 20 gauge. What
Tliere are two kinds of targets now
yOU have laid a foundation with is the measure of each of the fol ing groups within. an 8 inch circle.
Out fishin';
If you are really going to do much
in use for Shooting with a pistol1tLe 22 target pistol,
lowing:
12 gauge full
choke, 12 hunting and target work, 4C0 cart All brothers of a common Lure,
Out fishin’ ;
and revolver the standard Am erican; Next week I will talk cn sights, gauge modified, and 12 gauge cylind
ridges for one month is hardly en The urchin with th© pin an’ string
target for fifty yards has a bull s-eye niethod of holding, and other details,
er bore.
ough.
8 todies in diameter with two inner j
________
Jan chum with millionaire an’ king;
Ans. The measurement of shotgun
rings, the ten or center being 3.3 D. A. B., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Vain
pride i-s a forgotten thing
barrels is a relic of the days cf the D. S„ West Rutland, Vt.
Inches: the standard outdoor target
Out fishiin’.
1. What does a Ross rifle cost?
muzzle loaders'.
The 12 gauge shot
Are the 25-35, .202 and .22 Hidistance under the rules c f the Unit
Ans. The last price quoted is a- gun, for instance, is one which has
power
goed gun® for Vermont? How A feller gits a chance to dream,
ed States Revolver Association.
bout $55.
a here which will just fit a cylindri
is the 25-35 for deer and bear?
For indoor shooting, the distance le
Out fisihim’ ;
2. How long is the barrel?
cal lead boll) weighing 1-12th of a
reduced to 20 yards, and the target
Ans. These cartridges are quite He learns the beauties of a stream-,
Ans . 26 or 28 inches .
pound. The 12 gauge shotgun has a
Out fishin’ ;
is reduced so that the inside ring is
3. How far will it shoot?
bore of .729 inch.
The 10 gauge is popular but from point of safes- the
1.1 inch.
The target used by the! Ans. If you mean the extreme .775 inch; 16 gauge, .662 inch, and 20 30-30 and .30 Rem, out-distances An’ the can wash hiis soul -in air
The 25-35 is hardly big en That isn’t foul with selfish. care,
National Guard organization's and as rsllge> i have no definite figures for gauge .615 inch.
At the muzzle the them.
adopted by the War Department has this, but judging by comparison with measurement varies with each manu ough. for regular use on deer or bear, An’ relish plain an’ simple fore
Out fi-shdn’ .
a 5 inch bull’s-eye With no inner cartridges of similar characteristic®, facturer.
The actual diameter c.f although it can be used in emergen
nags, and is used outdoors at ranges I should say fin the neighborhood of the muzzle do.es not determine the cy.
from 15 to 75 yards.
It is a coarser three miles'.
A feller has no time for hate,
pattern.. It is the form and shape cf
target, that is, the corresponding
H. J. C., Jackson Corners, N. Y.
Out fishin’ ;
4. How many grain® of lead in the choke.
rings are larger than on the standard tire bullet ?
1. Will a .12 gauge shotgun with He Isn.’t eager to he great,
2. I would like to have you ex
Out fishin’ ;
American target.
Ans. 145 grains.
plain how shotgun barrels are blued 26 or 28 inch barrels, one full choke,
Right here I want to say that one
5. Do they make them in carbine in the factory and what kind of and the other modified, kill any or He isn’t thlnkin’ thoughts of pelf,
dinary game such a® rabbits and Or good® stacked high upon a Shelf,
of the causes for confusion is the style, and with Rocky Mountain rear chemicals are usied.
But -he is always just himself,
number of different classes of 'pistols and front sights?
Ans. No two factories use the squirrels a® far as a 32 inch barrel
Out fisihiin’.
bored
the
same
as
the
26
or
28
inch?
and revolvers wMchi are used.
The
Ans. No.
same compound or the same method,
Ans.
Yes.
United States Revolver
Association
and the process is usually so com
2. How are the Steven® 12 gauge A feller’s, glad to be a friend,
recognizes four
different
classes'. M. J. W., Pittsburgh, Pa.
plicated that it is practically impos
Out fishin’ ;
First, we have the target revolver
I .have decided to purchase a Colt’s sible to carry it out on a small scale. shotgun® compared with other guns
Which, roughly, its a revolver with, ad Polio© Positive revolver, but am un If you 'have a shotgun barrel that you in regard to shooting qualities ? As A helpin' band he ill always lend,
Out fishin’ ;
justable sight® and haring a barrel decided as to the cailiher of the arm want reblued, the simplest and by good as the average cr better?
Ans. It -is not fair for me to -give The brotherhood of rod. an’ line
including the .chamber of not over 10
desire.
Clan you tell m© wihliteh is far the Cheapest method is to return
between the An’ sky an’ stream is always fine;
inches and distance between, sights the most accurate, and which baa it to the factory and let them do it -a direct comparison
Men come real close to God’s design,
makes c.f shotguns.
not over 10 inches.
The trigger the greatest rang© and penetration—
Out fishiin’.
3.
Which)
would
be
the
proper
pull must be not less than 2 ]/2 tints' arm in the .38 caliber having a
thing to purchase, a pump gun or an
pounds.
Second, we have the tar 4 ifiwih barrel, cir in. th© .32 caliber
automatic, for all round shooting? A feller isn’t plotting schemes,
get pistol class, which, imo’iude® aM having a 4 in.ah barrel and using .32
Out fishin’ ;
Which -shoots harder?
single shot weapons c f " barrel less long cartridges?
Ans. -Both lare reliable.
It is a He's only busy with his dream®,
than 10 inches, and sights not more
Ans. As you do not state what
Out fishiin’ ;
question of choice.
They -both shoot
you expect to use this revolver for,
His livery is a coat of tan,
-equally hard.
it is impossible to advise you wliat
4. What load would you recom His creed: to do the best he can;
caliber to get.
Personally I should
mend to be used in a 12 gauge A feller’s always mostly man,
prefer the larger
calibers, and in
Out fisMn’ .
shotgun for rabbits, squirrels,
par
*choosing between the two you men
—Edgar A. Guest in Marble’s Month
tridge®,
etc.?
tion, I should take the .38
ly Message.
An®. Three dram® of smokeless
The men and women who get the
most out of life are those who take
powder,
1
1-3
ounce
cf
No.
6
or
No.
A. C. E., Washington, Pa.
care o f their health. Well people are
7 shot.
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
1. While the .32 caliber iSavage
cheery people—always welcome— they
They are made for
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
are glad to be alive. So watch your Automatic pistol has about twice the
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Offers room with hot and
J . F. J., Mi. Vernon, O.
health. Don’t neglect yourself. When penetration of the .32 caliber S. &
Known the world over for excel
cold water for $1.00 per day
yqu have a headache, feel bilious, lose
Will you answer the following
W. revolver, has it more velocity or
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
and up, which includes free
your appetite, or suffer from indiges
questions in regard to firearms, as- I
use o f public shower baths.
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
tion, do something for it, and be quick is its penetration due to the nonresiisknow you will answer accurately. I-s Monmouth.
Maine
about it. The very best thing to do tiitoie metallic bullet?
Nothing to Equal This in New England
the .32 auto cartridge heavy enough
is to take “ L. F." A tw ood’s Medicine.
A ms. How do you know that your
It acts promptly and1 soon makes you
for home defensive purposes? I am
Rooms with private baths
penetration figures are correct? The
feel like yourself again. Guard your
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
contemplating buying an automatic
health and the health of your family metal jacket bullet will ordinarily
suites of two rooms and bath
pistol, cal. 32.
I have been told
by having a bottle of this reliable penetrate deeper than a plain lead
for $4.00 per day and up.
that the lightest cartridge to' "use
remedy always on hand. Taken as di one.
A B S O L U T E L Y FIREPROOF should be at least a .38, either reg
rected it will save you much misery
Special 2 1-2 H. P.Ifengire;for canoes
2. Would the lead or the metallic
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
and keep you in good health.
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
ular,
special
or
automatic.
It
seems
bullet have more .shocking power
Send fo r Booklet
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
however, that the .32 automatic pis BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
when fired from the two gums just
or write to-day for free sample.
STO RER F. CR AFTS
G en.
Manager
tol
is
used
very
extensively
fur
Portland, M e. mentioned ?
“L. F.MMedicine Co.,

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

To Feel Well and
Stay Well

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

PALMER ENGINES AND
• LAUNCHES.
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LEAGUE SENATE
IN SESSION

Heaviest Storm of the SeasonSchool Keeps One Session.
(Special Correioondenoe.)
Rangeley, March 14.—Mrs. Daring
Haley has returned from Boston, aft
er a weekly visit.
Ed Hoair has sold his ©hop build
ing to George Beeh, who will fit up
for a bakery.
Mr. Hoar is moving
hi", good® to one of the Munyon
buildings where he will b^
found
the canning season.
Mas© Miadelaine Hamden left Wed
nesday far a short visit in Portland.
Miss Hifldred Robertson returned to
Lewiston Saturday, where she will
resume her studies at Bates College.
Mrs. Airmen a Ross had a toe am
putated Saturday morning. Drs. Beil
and Colby were in attendance. Mrs.
Ross is very comfortable at
this
writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carlton are
spending the week in Portland. Mast
er Donald a© staying with his grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Hoar.
George E. Russell and daughter,
Mis© Bertha are visiting relative© in
Boston and vicinity.
Jesse W. Ross ha© purchased a
Victrola of J. Sherman Hoar.
Mr. and Mrs. George Oakes return
ed from Portland Saturday night. Mr.
Oakes, who suffered from a severe
accident earlier in the winter result
ing in the loss of a foot, went to
consult a doctor and feels much en
couraged by the verdict.
Much sympathy is extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ross of Dallas
becaus© of the death of their young
est daughter, Lydia, which took place
at the family home Monday night, fal
lowing an illness of pneumonia. Her
age was about 8 years.
Mrs. Livingstone Milbury left Tues
day for Portland, where she will en
ter the hospital: for treatment.
S. B. MeCard and Mias Prudence
Richardson were on the sick list the
past week. Sickness is also report
ed in Wm. Tomlinson’s family.
The snow storm, of the season oc
curred Thursday.
The fall was about two feet.
Owing to the bad
traveling the school® kept one ses
sion, dismissing at 1 o'clock.
The
road roller with an efficient crew
and Joe Lamb with the scraper soon
reduced the traveling to a comfort
able stage.
Mrs. Leon Hoar, who lias been
cooking for Toothaker & Cook’s crew,

WOODS,

lias concluded her duties and with
her two sons is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. R. Pliillsbury.
Schools close Friday for a 10 days’
recess, opening again Monday, March
27, for a 10 weeks’ term.
The C. E. committee meeting was
held Wednesday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. MeCard. Ow
ing to- the severe storm the attenr
dance was not large but all present
■reported a fine time.
Dainty re
freshments were served.
At the Men’s League Tuesday even
ing supper was furnished by the
Ladies’ Aid,
consisting of oyster
stew and pastry.
The topic before
the Men’s League “ Senate” was as
follows: Resolved: “ That the people
should not trade with catalog houses
outside of the State of Maine.” The
question was discussed in a very in
teresting manner by the members
present.
The voted resulted 7 yes,
to 11 no.
Funeral services for the Late Wil
liam Raymond were held from the
home of Samuel Raymond,
Sunday
afternoon, where the deceased
has
made his home the past winter. In
earlier life Mr. Raymond was em
ployed on the section, but for sev
eral years has been unable to labor
much because of rheumatic trouble.
Interment was in Evergreen ceme
tery.
Rev. H. A. Childs officiated.

OXFORD COUNTY
SPORTING NOTES
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Oxford. March 15.—Mell Sampson
is already preparing for the coming
season at Lake Pennesseewassee. He
recently purchased two 17-foot row
boats from A. S. Ormsburg of Rarngeley and a small motor boat equip
ped with a Victor motor from Clar
ence Coffin, while he has also had
one motor boat hull built during the
winter.
“ Dr. Glover’© All America Show”
which is wintering in the Doctor’s
stabile at Oxford, met with a loss
the night of March 8th when the
four raccoons under the lead of the
redoubtable “Buster’’ broke loose
and raided the guinea pig department
killing six choice breeding pigs. Luck
ily the Angora pigs had been remov
ed to other quarters a few days be
fore and so escaped the slaughter.
At last account© “ Buster” was still
at large in the stable loft, but the
other three
offenders: had been

Where To Go In Maine
YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.
PIERCK PON I)
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes
out. Send for circular and references.
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate apoi-tsmen for fishi ng- an A hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

F I S HA T I N G
John (Sarville’s Gamps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
■re most charmingly situated on the Bhores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above Bea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance o f "brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

Round M ountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L , Proprietor,
R ound Mountain. Maine

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
IUIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, M e.

V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.

DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

P A C K A R D ’S GA/VVPS
R a n g e le y L a k e s
R a n g e le y ,

-

M a in e

Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSB
On Rangeley Lake.

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for good fishing and
rest. Write for booklet and references to

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods

BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS
BARB M ILLM AQASSBTT

September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

HEMON B L A C K W E L L.
Dallas. Maine
RANGELEY LA KE S
(-amp Bemls, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
G CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemls, Maine.

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

MARCH

16,

caught.

1916.

Tribune.

Tllne Hobbs Fairm at Norway with
extensive shore privilege on Hobbs
Pond, better known as Little Pen
ile sseewassee, has been purchased by
Harry Packard of Norway.
It is
understood that Mr. Packard intends
to have the entire shore laid out into
cottage lots and establish a summer
colony.
The pond is very pleasant
ly located several mile©: from Nor
way village on the Waterford road,
is a very pretty sheet of water, and
would make an ideal spcit for a quiet
summer home.
Another body of water which will
come into local prominence the coin
ing season is Sand Pond where Mrs.
J. H. Fletcher had a site clear Hast
summer and will build a bungalow
early in the spring.
Mrs. Fletcher
was- the first to appreciate1 the beautie© of Sand Pond:, but during the
winter two other Norway parties
have purchased lots with the inten
tion of building soon.
The recent heavy snows have been
enthusiastically welcomed by
the
devotee© of skiis and snow slices who
have had ©cant opportunity to enjoy
themselves during the earlier part
of the winter.

Willem Miss Godfrey’s pet cat fell
down the flue from the fifth to the
first story at No. 203 West
130th
street the distracted owner summon
ed police, fire tenement house and
health departments', the S. P. C. A.,
the landlord and the neighbors and a
plumber.—New York Telegram. But
of course there were mine lives to
save!

They are writ An’ ’bent the tbrusihieia, '
Tellliin’ bow they sing an’ trilll'
How the swaller dips an’ rushes
An’ the midnight whiiippowtiH.
Then the bobolink an’ robin
Will) the cuckco an’ the jays,
Sets the poet’s heart a-throbbin’
In a m ig h ty lot o ’ w a y s.

P’raps they all deserve the praisin’
That I’m willin’ to admit,
But a little point I’m, raisin’
T ’others haven’t seemed to hit. «
First col’ blast that comes a heavin’
Makin’ green and flowers go
Sets the whole blamed pack a leavin'
For some other place to go.

'Though he’s here in all the weathers
In December as in June.
USE HARD AND SOFT KINDS He’s a rusty common farer,
AH he gets* is scorn an’ blame.
He’s the gritty English sparrer,
Discrimination W ill Be Found Worth
Never squeals or quits the game.
Practicing — Should Be Refilled
Every Two Weeks— How One
Man Hap Trained Small
Boys to Do the Work.

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

Rangeley Trust Co.,

E N G L IS H SPARRER

Part of Machine That Calls for
the Most Careful Atten
Now I know a chap in feathers
tion.
Poets never seem to tune,

The average man gives grease cups
spasmodic attention, and the spasms
are, as a rule, at too great intervals,
and when he fills them, as a rule one
kind of grease is used, with a prefer
ence for the harder grades, which is
wrong.
O n ' our car we have about forty
grease cups, and by far the majority of
Application© for summer work in these are filled ~with a very soft grease
the Maine wood© continue to pour (nonfluid o il); in the balance we use
in at the forestry department. A l the same product of a medium con
ready there are probably five appli sistency—K000.
Our rule is that all cups in warm
cations to every vacancy and with places, those which are located closely
the coming of spring the ratio is about the engine or exhaust, or close
bound to increase.
to the muffler, shall contain the stiffer
grease, while those on spring shackles,
The Augusta fishermen who have steering knuckles and in all places not
been engaged during the winter in subjected to heat the very soft is used.
Once a week all cups are turned
taking suckers from the river have
liauled their traps for the season. down part way, and the following
The fish are not running very well week they are turned down till empty
and then refilled. This, of course, is
and the ice will ere ,long leave the during the season when we are averagriver.
: ing nearly 300 miles per week.
At the time the grease cups are
Mitchell, the only blind member given attention all oil holes and caps
of the Passamaquoddy tribe of In are given their dose. The writer has
dians of Pleasant Point reservation, trained several small boys who live in
is now coming in for the small add the vicinity and who like to come
apportioned by tlie State for totally around the garage to do this work.
They not only attend to these things
blind people who are unable to
under his direction, but change the
work.
This particular case is a engine oil, repack the shaft universals
worthy one, a© the lone Indian was with grease and many other simple
a frequent visitor to Bangor on jibs which require “getting under,”
steamboat days, when he was helped and they do everything as well as the
along the streets by members of his best-trained mechanic could.
One day the club secretary dropped
tribe and had a stand at the Sea
street wharf of the Eastern Steam in the garage, and seeing three boys
ship corporation.
He lives alcxne at hustling around—one with an oil can,
one screwing down caps and another
the village of. the Indians on the
filling them—remarked, “ No wonder
banks of the St. Croix river, looking you keep things up to top notch on
after his own cooking and house, aaid your car and give every little part its
the extra aid now advanced by the proper attention.”
State is greatly appreciated.
We invited him to look under the
car, when he saw two more boys at
A .22-caliber poodle dog treed a work. “How do you get them?” he
45-centimeter bobcat near the tank- asked. In the first place, by being
house of the city waterworks In Par the friend of every boy in the neigh
borhood and a boy with him, and never
ley’© canyon and kept him in a state
forgetting to have “ loose change” on
of siege on the top of a telephone hand when we are doing a job. Boys
pole until the feline was shot by will do little things often better than
Louis Sbricker. caretaker at the tank- men, particularly if there are several
house, according to the Salt Lake of them at work, and one fellow is
ready to “ sifig out” if the other skips
something—and when they know there
S T A T E OF M A I N E .
will be a “dividend” declared when the
I job is over. Try it. You’ll get fun
out of it, as well as results.—Dela
County of Fra nklin, ss.
ware County Auto Club News.
To Frederick N.
Watkimson, of
Rangeley, in said County o f Frank
lin.
^
s
Whereas, Frederick N. Watkinson
on the 4th day of August, 1915, mort
gaged to Rangeley Trust Company of
Rangeley the following personal pro
perty:
All of the
surveying and
mapping instruments: and equipment
office fixtures and book© consisting
in part as follows: One transit, one
large srveying compass, one
For
est Service Standard; surveying com
pass, two large drawing tables:, one
new Oliver typewriter, model No.
seven, drawing instruments, tec
hnical and scientific books,
95
volumes, costing from one to five
dollars: per volume, tents, camping
equipment, etc., of the said Freder
ick N. Watkinson, to secure
pay
ment of two hundred *dollars which
mortgage i» recorded In the
town
record© o f the town, of Rangeley,
book Volt. F page 101 and whereas
the conditions of ©aid mortgage have
been broken, now therefore, notice
is hereby given of our intention to
foreclose said mortgage fer breach
of its conditions.
March 6, 1916.
By H. B. MeCard, Treasurer.

THE

t J T h e vacation season
sends a flood of good
chances to you through
the classified page.
^ Caretakers, substitute
clerks, sten ograph ers,
office h e lp , tra v elin g
com panions— in fact
upset things generally.
iJM a n y new alliances
are formed during this
season.
f J W a t c h f or y o u r
chance.

Doesn’t touch your vines or tillage,
Nor your cherries when, he eats,
Gets his livin’ ’round the village,
In the yard© and in the streets,
Couldn’t sing a tiling hut twitter,
An’ he’s nothing of a snob.
But the plucky little critter
He’s a stickin’ to lids job.
When the gren is dead an’ dyin,’
Only gray an’ drift to see
He will be a bird a fflyin’
In the shrub an’ in the tree.
When it’s freezin’ to the marrer
Snow drifts pilin’ to your hip,
He’ll be there the English sparrer,
With his gritty, cheery “ chip.”
George A. Cleveland.
S P A N IS H

F IS H .

The annual production of fish in
Spain amounts to nearly $20,900,000
yearly in value.
There
ore
586
steam, and 15,194 sailing vessel© en
gaged in the industry.
The annual
production of tinned fish is 3,500,000
cases of ten tins to the case.
The
pack of Portugal is about 1,500,000
cases, and that of France in normal
times about 1,000,000 case©. Large
quantities of Spanish-packed fish are
sent abroad under French and Ital
ian labels.—Exchange.
EUROPEA/N W A R A N D W I L D LIFE

The fig biting which is going cm all
over centra] Europe of course results
in saving from destruction the small
birds, which) have so long been re
garded as the legitimate prey of the
“ sportsmen” of the Latin races. It
is believed that these birds Lave
greatly increased for the last year
in Europe, and now It Is learned,
through. Frederick C. Walcott, that
the Italian Government lias passed a
law which went into effect J a n u a ry
1 prohibiting the shooting of all
song and insectivorous birds through
out Italy.
For many a long year
the lark and the sparrow have been
to the Italian gunner just as legiti
mate a prey as the buffalo and the
moose were to the western, and
northern Indians "when this c o u n t r y
was first settled, and the enormous
destruction of these birds that has
gone on must have had* its effect on
the crop® of Europe.
Latin immigrants have brought witl
them to America their practice of
small-bird slaying, and game authorit
ies in this country have* had* not a
little difficulty in controlling Ita lia n
immigrants, and several cases- have
occurred where the Italian lawbreaker
resisting arrest has killed or injured
the game protector.
The process of e ducat ion Is long
and ©low, but we may hope that be
fore many years have passed the
change of sentiment which has idready taken place in this country
will have extended itself over the
whole world.—Forest & Stream.

FO R SA L E
ON EASY TERMS
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
Just across the little cove from the
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
Rangeley Lake.
Is fully furnished.
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
desirable place on the shores of the
e. Three acres of land. For partic
ulars address,

F. C. FOW LER,
New London,

Conn.

